Geo-Safe-E® Series
It is well-known that geopathy and
radiation fields from e-smog and
radio waves can repeatedly block
effective therapy if they radiate in
sleeping, living and working areas.
It is no longer possible today to avoid radio waves.
Many people try to correct this problem with various
neutralization substances, which cannot be individually
adapted to the disturbing frequencies. Just as no
single shoe can fit every foot or one therapy can heal
every illness, unless it is adapted to the individual, so
can no "standard neutralization" eliminate all disturbing
frequencies - only partial frequencies. Many of these
neutralizers charge themselves, others give off a
constant additional frequency in the room. However,
great progress has been made in this area in the last
few years. This problem can be eliminated with an
individual substance mixture!
We want to introduce you to a neutralization system
with 30 years of experience and a 10-year guarantee.
(See the book "Radiation Fields". Please order your
free copy.)

Pocket-Safes®
Eight
Pocket-Safes
have
been
developed according to these same
individualized principles and can be carried on the
body. The individual testing for these neutralizers can
also be completed within seconds. Since each person
has his own personal energy field, a "radiation
protection chip" can only be partially effective or may
even be completely ineffective. During this seminar,
we will show you how to individually test your patients.

INNOVATION IN TREATING
THERAPY BLOCKAGE

The Geo-Safe-E® System the Family of the Biosafe®

Hair analysis / blood analysis
Our service: radiation frequency test by means of hair
or a few drops of blood (see the answering card).

The Individual
Radiation Test and Therapy-Set

Geo-Safe-E® Nosodon Test Sets

Ask about the dates for seminars!

With the innovative Geo-Safe-E® Test Sets,which have
already been used in many countries, you now have
an expanded and focused possibility in testing for
harmful radiation and eliminating therapy blockage.

The Special Products with a guarantees for
success or money refund from the producer
Just as you can set up a personal bio-resonance
therapy program, it also takes only a few seconds to
do an individual frequency-adapted test for the GeoSafe-E, which will accurately measure the radiation
frequency mixture that is disturbing the cells of your
patient in his sleeping or working area.
What has not been considered by the usual
neutralization techniques is that there is a different
combination of disturbing radiation in every room.

These are in addition to the usual methods of testing
and neutralizing. With the Geo-Safe-E® Test Sets you
can exactly determine the various disturbing radiation
factors which affect the cells, and then directly
ineutralize them. If a person with a Geo-Safe-E ® or a
Pocket-Safe® Nosode goes into resonance, then it is
clear that either at home or at work there is radiation
that is attacking them. The sleeping area should be
tested and neutralized, so that the therapy is not
repeatedly undermined, and the appropriate
neutralizers should be placed near the bed and/or the
computer desk or working place.
An additional advantage. The Geo-Safe-E® TestSets make it possible to test the cell resonances of
older radiation frequencies from former sleeping and
working areas and neutralize them, just as old
vaccination and scar tissue can be treated. All of the
users of these test sets emphasize this specialty as a
significant break-through. The method of testing by
which the disturbing radiation in the frequency
mixtures is determined, as well as therapy possibilities
for corrections, will be presented in the one-day
seminars in easily understandable terms or can also
be sent in booklet form.

From geopathy (beginning at 5Hz) to e-smog (50 Hz)
and also including high frequencies (approx. 6500
GHz) this could be compared to a piano chord. Since
in every room completely different disturbing radiation
frequencies meet, each room has its very own
"frequency chord", and this necessitates its own
"neutralization chord adaptation.."
This is made
possible by the different substance mixtures in the
Geo-Safe-E series. This is the break-through in
radiation neutralization. In addition, Geo-Safe-E works
with physical crystalline substances, which make a
charging of the materials impossible. (Biophotons )
A "protection" that is only partial, and may eliminate
positive waves as well as negative ones, is
superfluous. This is also true of every type of
"frequency modulation", which creates an artificial
standard frequency in the room.. In addition you will
be shown by means of technical equipment how any
"informed" neutralizations (usually in chip form) for
rooms, cell phones, and computers can be destroyed
through physical impulses.
It can also be
demonstrated that the deletion of the information
which makes the neutralization ineffective, can only be
a matter of time.

This will be an innovative experience that therapists responsible for the healing of patients should not miss.
Holistic therapy means that the causes of the radiation are eliminated or neutralized,
instead of constantly treating the results therapeutically.
When we cause blocked energy in other people to flow again,
it means that energy also flows to us!

